Colors and Materials

- Silk Dress: R72 G35 B43
- Velvet Skirt: R13 G26 B19
- Leather Corset: R63 G56 B45
- Leather Gloves: R0 G0 B43
- Gemstone: R130 G155 B110
- Feathers: R62 G90 B88
- Gold Scale Mail: R191 G145 B79
- Black Lace
- Silk Floral Pattern

Morrigan
Character Guide
The purples and blacks of Morrigan’s elegant ball gown are a cavalier, witchy thumb to the nose of the pastel hues favored by Orlesian fashion. Adorned with feathers and black lace, her dress slyly layers the natural upon the ostentatious. Small silver flies cling to her forest green velvet skirt. And while keeping to the style of the Orlesian court, the flexibility of her leather corset allows her to cast a spell or two, should a bard step out of line.